Abstract. Let (m − , m + ) be the pair of multiplicities of an isoparametric hypersurface in the unit sphere S n+1 with four distinct principal curvatures -w.r.g., we assume that m − ≤ m + . In the present paper we prove that, in the case 4B2 of U. Abresch (Math. Ann. 264 (1983), 283-302) (i.e., where 3m − = 2(m + + 1)), m − must be either 2 or 4.
Introduction
A hypersurface in the unit sphere S n+1 is called isoparametric if it has constant principal curvatures. E. Cartan [4] first considered the cases of isoparametric hypersurfaces with 1, 2 or 3 distinct principal curvatures and solved the classification problem. Münzner [7] proved that the number g of distinct principal curvatures of an isoparametric hypersurface in S n+1 is 1, 2, 3, 4 or 6. Some restrictions about the multiplicities in the latter two cases were treated in [1] . By [1] , the dimension n has to be 6 or 12 when g = 6.
The situation when g = 4 is much more complicated and interesting. By using Clifford algebra, infinite families of isoparametric hypersurfaces in S n+1 with four distinct principal curvatures were constructed by Ferus, Karcher and Münzner. The topology of those examples was studied in [10] . Some very interesting necessary conditions about the multiplicities of g 2 curvatures, m + and m − , have been obtained by Abresch [1] . Notice the well-known formula 2n = g(m + + m − ). In order to remind the reader, we recall the following Theorem (Abresch [1] The above Theorem is proved by a detailed computation of the cohomology ring and the Stiefel-Whitney classes of the quotient spaces of the focal manifolds in RP n+1 (which are both invariant under the antipodal involution of the sphere). A nice observation from those computations leads to [8] , which proved that the situation 4B2 possibly occurs only when m − = 2, 4 or 8 by Adams' Hopf invariants one theorem [2] . The known homogeneous examples show that m − = 2 or 4 do occur if the hypothesis 4B2 holds true. It is an open problem whether or not m − = 8 occurs. Note that m + = 11 if m − = 8 in the case 4B2. We shall prove that (8, 11) cannot occur as the multiplicities and combining this with [8] it follows that Theorem A. In the case 4B2 the multiplicities (m − , m + ) of an isoparametric hypersurface with four distinct principal curvatures must be either (2, 2) or (4, 5) .
The proof of the Theorem above is based on the study of the topology of the focal manifolds which leads to the following Theorem B. We call two manifolds almost diffeomorphic if they are diffeomorphic up to connected sum with a certain homotopy sphere. Note that almost diffeomorphic implies homeomorphic if the dimension of the manifolds is not less than 4 by the well-known generalized Poincaré conjecture.
Without loss of generality, we may assume below that m − ≤ m + . Since the isoparametric hypersurfaces with g = 4 and m − = 1 have been classified up to isometry, let's restrict our attention to the case m − > 1 for the sake of simplicity. Thus the isoparametric hypersurface M is homeomorphic to an iterated sphere bundle if the conditions of Theorem B hold. We remark that the same conclusion of Theorem B holds true for the focal manifolds of a proper Dupin hypersurface.
Topology of the focal manifold F − and the hypersurface M
The Clifford isoparametric hypersurfaces are diffeomorphic to the iterated bundles and the focal manifolds are both sphere bundles over spheres [10] . Moreover, in many cases, the focal manifold F − is diffeomorphic to the product of two spheres [10] . In this section, we are going to show that, in the topological category, some facts about the Clifford type isoparametric hypersurfaces and its focal manifolds can be extended generally as we stated in the above section.
Let k ∈ {−1, 1} = {−, +}, and let m k be the multiplicities of the g 2 -curvatures. Denote by F k the focal manifolds and by M the isoparametric hypersurface. Note that dim F k = 2m −k + m k and dim M = n = 2m −k + 2m k . M splits S n+1 into two pieces which are both disc bundles over the focal manifold F k with fibre D m k +1 [7] , THE TOPOLOGY OF ISOPARAMETRIC HYPERSURFACES 261 [1] . By Morse theory the focal manifold F k is simply connected if m −k > 1 [7] and its homology groups are
Denote by α a generator of π m −k (F k ) ∼ = Z; it can be represented by an embedded sphere α : S m −k → F k . Now we are ready to begin our proof of Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem B. Let α be as above. If the condition (1) is satisfied, then the normal bundle γ(α) of α is trivial since KO(S m+ ) = 0. When m + = 0 (mod 4), the normal bundle γ(α) is trivial if and only if its m+ 4 -th Pontryagin class vanishes. The restriction of the normal bundle of F − in S n+1 to α(S m+ ) ⊂ F − is classified by an element of π m+−1 (SO(m − + 1)). This group is a torsion group if the condition (2) is satisfied [3] and hence this restriction is stably trivial. Note that
is stably trivial and hence γ(α) is trivial. Thus the tubular neighborhood of α is diffeomorphic to S m+ × D m++m− . By Alexander duality and Van-Kampen's theorem it is easy to see that the complement of the open tubular neighborhood of α(S m+ ) in F − is homotopy equivalent to S m+ . By the standard handlebody theory it is also diffeomorphic to S m+ × D m++m− . Thus F − is diffeomorphic to the glueing of the two copies of the handle S m+ × D m++m− along its boundary by a diffeomorphism f ∈ Diff S m+ × S m++m−−1 . Notice that the diffeomorphism type of the result of the glueing depends only on the isotopy class of f , [f] ∈ π 0 Diff S m+ × S m++m−−1 . Furthermore, this diffeomorphism type depends only on the class of [f ] in the quotient group of π 0 Diff S m+ × S m++m−−1 by the subgroup consisting of those diffeomorphisms extendable to S m+ × D m++m− (cf. [9] ). As there is an orientation-reversing diffeomorphism of S m+ × S m++m−−1 extendable to S m+ × D m++m− , we can assume that the attaching diffeomorphism preserves the orientation.
Take A: π 0 Diff S m+ × S m++m−−1 → Aut H * (S m+ × S m++m−−1 ) to be the homomorphism given by A(f ) = f * , the homomorphism induced by the diffeomorphism f . If the diffeomorphism f preserves the orientation, by the duality theorem the automorphism f * is determined by its value on the m + -th homology group. In our situation, where m − > 1, the m + -th homology group is the integer group and a self isomorphism is either id or −id. Thus there always exists a diffeomorphism extendable to S m+ × D m++m− realizing the automorphism. For each β ∈ π m++m−−1 (SO(m + + 1)) and δ ∈ π m+ (SO(m + + m − )), there are two diffeomorphisms in ker A associated to β and δ as follows:
When m + > m − > 1, by [9] ker A is isomorphic to the direct sum
and the former two terms given by a correspondence constructed above, where Γ 2m++m− is the group of 2m + + m − dimensional homotopy spheres, which can be identified naturally with the orientation-preserving diffeomorphism group π 0 S Diff S 2m++m−−1 . Obviously every element of ker A corresponding to the group
by the above isomorphism can be extended to a diffeomorphism of S m+ ×D m++m− . Thus F − is diffeomorphic to the glueing of the two copies S m+ × D m++m− by a diffeomorphism of S m+ × S m++m−−1 corresponding to an element of
in ker A and hence it is almost diffeomorphic to a S m+ -bundle over S m++m− corresponding to a certain element in π m++m−−1 (SO(m + + 1)). This proves Theorem B.
Proof of Theorem A
By [8] , in the case 4B2, m − = 2, 4 or 8. For the reader's convenience, we include the simple argument here. By the computation of [1] , in the case 4B2, the m − -th Stiefel-Whitney class of the normal bundle γ of F + in the great sphere S n+1 is nontrivial. Notice F + is (m − − 1)-connected. Take an embedding α : S m− → F + to represent the m − -dimensional generator of the homology group. This is possible by the Hurewicz Theorem. Thus the pullback bundle α * (γ) is a bundle over the sphere S m− and has nontrivial m − -th Stiefel-Whitney class. As m − is even in the case 4B2, this implies that m − = 2, 4 or 8 by [2] . To prove our theorem, we only need to prove that (8, 11) cannot occur as the multiplicities of an isoparametric hypersurface with four distinct principal curvatures. Suppose it does occur; by Theorem B the focal manifold F − is almost diffeomorphic to a S 11 -bundle over S 
is nonzero and hence it is an isomorphism. Now we are going to prove that, for any S 11 -bundle over S 19 , the action of Sq 8 on the 11-th cohomology group vanishes and thus we reach a contradiction, which implies that the assumption that (8, 11) occurs as the multiplicities of an isoparametric hypersurface with four distinct principal curvatures is false and the proof follows. Now let us recall a standard fact in homotopy theory. Let E be a bundle over S m+1 with fiber S k . Let χ ∈ π m (SO(k+1)) be the characteristic element for E. The sphere bundle E has a cell decomposition S k ∪ f e m+1 ∪ e k+m+1 . We claim that the attaching map f = p * (χ) up to homotopy, where p : SO(k+1) → S k is the standard bundle projection and p * : π m (SO(k + 1)) → π m (S k ) its induced homomorphism.
×S k is the glueing diffeomorphism, g(x, y) = (x, χ(x)·y). Up to homotopy, we may think of the second handle in E as S k and so
k where π 2 is the projection to the second factor.
The restrictions of the glueing map π 2 • g to ∂D m+1 × (1, 0, . . . , 0) and (1, 0, . . . , 0) × S k are exactly the map p • χ and the identity. Therefore E has the homotopy type as claimed above. More details can be found in [11] . Applying this to our situation it follows that F − has a cell decomposition with 20-dimensional skeleton the complex S 11 ∪ α e 19 up to homotopy, where α = p * (ξ), p * : π 18 (SO(12)) → π 18 (S 11 ). Consider the homotopy exact sequence for the fibre bundle SO(11) → SO(12) → S 11 :
π 18 (SO (12) (12)).
The group π 18 (S 11 ) ∼ = Z 240 is just the 7-th stable homotopy group of the sphere. If the kernel of i * : π 17 (SO(11)) → π 17 (SO(12)) has nontrivial 2-primary element, then Im(p * ) is generated by an even multiple of the generator η ∈ π 18 (S 11 ), thus Then π 18 (SO/SO(12)) = 0 and π 18 (SO/SO(11)) ∼ = Z 2 by the table in [6] . The right commutative square is obvious. From the diagram it follows that the kernel of i * includes at least an order 2 element given by the image of π 18 (SO/SO(11)) in π 17 (SO (11)). Thus the proof follows.
